Hello XRPEACE, hope you are good.

I'm Rodrigo Zori Comba (RZC). I'm 40 and the father of 4 daughters. I'm from Buenos Aires and have been living, together with my family, in Leipzig, Germany for the past year. I'm a social worker, an eco-activist and have been a permacultural farmer for more than 20 years.

The reason I am making contact is to try and organize our energies a little…or a lot. Our energy is too scattered and time is short. Also, I believe that the conditions are right to carry out some anti-capitalist and anti-climate change direct action on a global scale.

The issues are the following:

We need to stop carbon emissions in the small amount of time that remains, but very few people are talking about who needs to make the greatest change and/ or how. (In order of priority). Who has to stop their emissions, who or what we should support and how to transform the production of energy in the most highly organized, quickest and most precise way possible.

This climate catastrophe has names and surnames: people who are among the top 10, 50, or 500 richest and most powerful people in the world are responsible and we know their crimes, names, addresses, companies, etc. These people manage different industries but all contribute directly or indirectly to the worst industry of all. The military-industrial complex which defends them from organized people when they do some shit.

The military industry kills us several times over, more than any other, because not only is it designed exclusively to kill people but also because, like all other industries, it requires considerable amounts of natural resources (minerals, food, textiles, fossil fuels, technology, etc). The extraction and/ or production of these resources displace entire communities of indigenous peoples or small farmers. In my country, Argentina, agro-industry, mining and the extraction of fossil fuels are the main causes of impoverishment, the growth of slums, cities, pollution, contamination, etc. What proportion of all our natural resources exports are, at the end of the day, for the military industry and not for civilians?

For example: military action in Syria causes deaths, destruction and contamination, depopulating territory and allowing corporations to intervene and exploit the natural resources and or strategic areas with no advantage to local people. Syrians move to Germany causing an injection of consumption in the system, with money and health insurance from the state, provided by taxation. What do they consume? Technology, pharma, textiles and food. These industries then profit from this, and also the military, because EU nationals are frightened, leading to more police on
the streets and more chaos created by the same people who have “the solutions”.

My concrete proposal is:

We concentrate our energies for some time, perhaps for a year of non-stop actions, on stopping this industry and if there is any soldier, truck, plane or boat moving, it must be destined purely and exclusively to collaborate with the reduction of climate change by reforestation, support for indigenous communities or small agricultural producers, clean oceans, rivers, cities, etc. All this besides the money that would not be spent on unnecessary military movements.

We are talking about life, and the relationship between the life of the planet and our own is important. It’s a universal relationship that is affected by the incredible quantity of unnecessary things produced, the worst of which, in my opinion, are weapons of mass destruction. There are still people without drinking water and some spend the resources of our planet on continuing to produce weapons and initiate wars, or on going to Mars. (This also has to stop, at least for a few years.) I firmly believe that we are in a position to stop this and use just a small proportion of all military resources to save the world in a very highly organized and synchronized way.

I repeat, there is a small minority of criminal ”owners” of the world ranged against a great majority of inhabitants of the world who only want to live healthily and in peace. It’s time for a Re-Evolution, which started several years ago but is accelerating and transforming in a beautiful way…every second…every day…

MY PROPOSAL IS:

EACH NATIONAL XR AND “FRIDAYS 4 FUTURE” (SCIENTISTS 4F, PARENTS 4F, NGOs 4F, TEACHERS 4F etc. FOR FUTURE), TO MAKE A NON-STOP DEMONSTRATION (TENTS, ORGANIC TOILETS, GET FOOD DONATIONS, ETC) FOR THIS PURPOSE UNTIL THEY STOP, WITH SOCIAL MEDIA AND MEDIA COVERAGE, IN FRONT OF THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT OF EVERY COUNTRY.

This should be SYNCHRONIZED, with just a few strategic actions like “closing” military bases, ports and airports. There should be strategic actions from south to north, eg from Mapuches against Chevron in Vaca Muerta to every Chevron office in every city. Mainly financial institutions, fossil fuel, mining and mass agricultural corporations (we would discuss this at a “global strategy table).

But I repeat, of all the things that move by air, land, sea or in space, the most unnecessary for humanity, which kills us many times over, is all the
military action.

We don’t need to march any more, we have to occupy the “front doorsteps” of national Departments of Defence and corporations who have to stop.

IN ORDER OF PRIORITY: ALL TOGETHER AT THE SAME TIME.

It's time to think big, and without neglecting our small contributions, lets change big death for big LIFE.

Time is running out.

Thanks and all the best

RZC